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Sound Control Technologies & Clockaudio announce

Collaboration

Clockaudio, a company with expertise in pro-av microphone technologies and Sound

Control Technologies, a company with expertise in camera and signal extension

solutions, is pleased to announce a new audio system control collaboration.

In today's fast-paced world, efficiency and simplicity are paramount. Recognizing

this need, Sound Control Technologies and Clockaudio have come together to

address the challenges faced by audio professionals in deploying and managing

complex audio systems. The result is a groundbreaking collaboration that eliminates

the need for third-party control systems or audio Digital Signal Processors (DSPs),

saving both time and money while ensuring optimal system performance.

Traditionally, setting up and controlling audio systems required extensive

integration of multiple components, including control systems and DSPs, often

leading to complicated and time-consuming installations. With this collaboration,

however, Sound Control Technologies and Clockaudio have developed a solution

that simplifies the process significantly.

With this new solution, audio professionals can now enjoy unparalleled convenience

and flexibility. By leveraging Clockaudio's cutting-edge microphone technology and

Sound Control Technologies' expertise, users can gain seamless control over audio

systems directly from a Cisco Codec.

Of the collaboration, Robert Moreau, Managing Director for Clockaudio NA, shared,

“We are thrilled about this collaboration which simplifies the connectivity between

our Clockaudio microphones and the Cisco Codec through this Sound Control

Technologies’ interface.” David Neaderland, President of SCT shares, “SCT is

excited to have developed the RM-C200™ solution in cooperation with Clockaudio to

provide a seamless interface between the CRM 200S-RF RGB microphone and Cisco

codecs utilizing the TRRS microphone input.”  

Both companies see that the collaboration offers benefits beyond streamlined

installation and control. With the elimination of additional equipment, potential

points of failure are reduced, resulting in enhanced reliability and system stability.

This means fewer troubleshooting and maintenance requirements, translating into

cost savings and increased uptime.

www.clockaudio.com

www.soundcontrol.net
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